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Abstract

In this paper we present our work on requirements elicitation. The elicitation process is a complex task which necessitates computer support. Elicitation systems should ideally help their users check the correctness of the specifications obtained but also actively guide them in the acquisition of the requirements. We consider hereafter systems that communicate in natural language. We describe a framework that tries to improve the quality of the guidance it provides to its users by taking into account natural language constraints. We discuss the need for a theory of natural language dialogue structure, and we show how we have integrated such a theory within an early prototype of an elicitation system.
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1 Introduction

Numerous frameworks, such as goal-oriented strategies [3], scenario-based strategies [12] and rapid prototyping [1, 19, 8], have been suggested as aids to the acquisition of software requirements. Much less attention has been paid to the control of dialogue taking place between the users and the system whilst using such frameworks [2]. Our ability to develop sophisticated formal frameworks makes this deficiency more acutely felt, since increases in formality are often accompanied by greater difficulty in understanding and using the frameworks [22]. Frameworks for requirements acquisition are not normally accompanied by theories of the types of dialogue which they support. However, some theories of dialogue structure are beginning to emerge, notably from the natural language processing community. It is interesting to examine how the structure of requirements acquisition frameworks, which attempt to control the development of a requirements specification, may be linked to the structure of theories of dialogue, which attempt to control dialogue according to the conventions of discourse.

Many approaches to the problem of natural language interaction for requirements elicitation have considered it as a translation problem: the users write specifications in natural language and the system expresses them in a formal framework [6, 7, 15, 16, 17, 26]. As the natural language statements are directly and automatically translated into specifications that should ideally be consistent, complete and coherent, they should themselves have those properties. If there are conflicts in the natural language requirements, however, these may not be resolved because the system has no way of knowing what the user really meant. As a result, the task of the user remains difficult. Although the formal notation of the target framework is hidden by the natural language, its constraints are still fully present and the user must consider them to write correct specifications.

In order to actively help users in the process of writing the requirements, the elicitation system must interact with them. The emphasis here is no longer on translating requirements but on actively extracting them through dialogue with the users. This task is complicated by the fact that there are numerous ways of carrying out the requirements elicitation. In other words the requirement frameworks alone are not providing enough constraints to ensure a unique elicitation process. An arbitrary choice could be made, but forcing the users to adopt a predefined method is usually not possible as it would make the elicitation process very difficult to follow and understand. The system must therefore be able to adapt itself to various elicitation

1The properties that requirements should exhibit are still a matter of debate [13]. The ones we cite are just used as examples. The point is that, whatever the properties, the specifications are constrained.
methods. On the other hand it is necessary for the system to make choices in order to provide active guidance. A “least-commitment” strategy, such as asking the user at every choice point what to do next, is not a useful approach [5]. One way of offering guidance without restricting the users too much is by using natural language constraints (NLC) and mixed-initiative. NLCs ensure that the system adopts a strategy that will guide the users in a natural and understandable manner. Mixed-initiative ensures that the users can redirect the process and are not limited to a single elicitation method. Using such an approach reduces some of the problems discussed above. The specifications do not need to be immediately correct as they will be checked and reworked by the system. The formal framework is hidden from the user but is still there to ensure the correctness of the specifications. Guidance is continuously offered through dialogue, which is influenced by but does not directly follow the steps of construction of the specification. Moreover, because of the mixed-initiative, the user is still free to divert the course of dialogue by volunteering strategic information.

The integration of NLCs with requirements elicitation rules requires two major steps. The first step consists in the definition of the NLCs. NLCs related to mixed-initiative dialogue have been studied by the natural language processing community since the ’70s. Different theories have been proposed. We will present them and explain how they can direct the dialogue between the users and the elicitation system. The second step consists in the actual integration of the NLCs in the requirements elicitation process. The integration of these constraints with the requirements elicitation constraints is a recent domain of research. We will present in detail our way of integrating the NLCs with the requirements elicitation process.

This paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we present some current dialogue theories and discuss how they can influence the dialogue between the users and the elicitation system. In section 3 we describe our system and how we have integrated the NLCs with the elicitation process. We then show in section 4 how the system works on some examples. In section 5 we compare our system with related work. Finally we conclude in section 6 with some shortcomings of our approach and future work.

2 Dialogue theory

To study the structure of dialogues during the elicitation task we have recorded several dialogues in the domain of research group WWW site construction. The participants in the dialogue are a WWW site expert acting as the elicitation system and a research group member acting as the user of the system. The aim of the dialogue is to elicit the structure of the WWW site the user wants to create. By structure, we mean the organisation of the site and the navigation constraints. This corresponds to the third part of the usual decomposition of WWW sites in content, i.e., what is the site about, presentation, i.e., how is the information presented, and navigation, i.e., how users move between pages.

This study has provided two interesting results:

- There are numerous ways of describing the requirements. Although the information conveyed in the different dialogues was basically the same the way it was elicited varied a lot. Every dialogue is organised differently from the others. This confirms the fact that numerous elicitation methods are possible.

- There are constraints on the structure of the dialogues. Although the dialogues were very different from one another, each of them presents a clear internal structure.

A system constraining the elicitation process to a small set of predefined paths or a system oblivious of the dialogue structure would make the elicitation process difficult for humans to follow. It is therefore necessary to take into account rules explaining dialogue structure. Focus rules are such rules.

Most focus theories are based on the notion of focus space. A focus space contains what is important at a certain point in a dialogue, i.e., the things to which the participants in a dialogue are attending. As the dialogue evolves, new focus spaces are created when new things are discussed and then closed; or old focus spaces are re-opened when old things are re-introduced. Focus spaces are organised in a stack [9] or a tree [14] or a more complex structure [20] depending on the theory.

The important point of these theories is that the evolution of the dialogue, i.e., the shifts between the different focus spaces, is constrained. For example, focus shifts can be constrained by the task to be achieved by the dialogue participants [9], the participants’ intentions [10], or the domain structure [14]. By using these dialogue constraints we can define elicitation paths that are easily understood by the users without restraining them to predefined paths.

There are a number of issues that we have to deal with and that are not clearly tackled by the focus theories:

- Re-opening closed focus spaces is not clearly explained. We need however such rules if the users realize that some requirements are incorrect and should be reworked.

- Linguistics phenomena marking the focus shifts in the dialogue, such as cue words, are different from one theory to the other. However, without them the dialogue would be difficult for users to understand.
The shifts in focus also depend on domain properties. For example, the shift to a link between pages can only be done if there are at least two pages that already have been considered.

We propose some solutions to these problems:

- We have incorporated domain specific shift rules in our system\(^2\). As will be explained in section 3, this is achieved by mapping shift rules with domain specific elicitation rules. The resulting rule that will effectively be applied combines the two separate rules and requires the two set of constraints to be satisfied.

- The cue words used in the dialogues we have collected are different from one dialogue to the other. Therefore it seems more practical to use a standard cue word rather than debating on the best possible cue word for each particular shift. More complex combinations will certainly be necessary to provide more natural sounding dialogues.

- Rules for determining backward focus shifts, i.e., shifts to old focus spaces, are still an open problem. If a concept is introduced only once in the dialogue, a backward shift to that concept is easy to do: we just need to put it back into focus with its associated focus space. However, if a concept is introduced more than once, choosing the right shift remains an open question. In our system, the shift to a previous focus is supported by jumping back to its latest occurrence in the dialogue. While certainly not fully satisfactory, this approach performs reasonably well.

### 3 System

A major point of this paper is to show how the integration of NLCs with a usual requirements elicitation system can be achieved. We especially tried to minimise the impact of adding the NLCs on the elicitation system. While certainly not fully satisfactory, this approach performs reasonably well.

#### Specification model

describes the entities that should be elicited and their relations. It is currently based on a domain-specific object-oriented framework: the specification model is composed of classes such as site, sub-site, page, and of relations such as part-of or link. Classes and relations can have attributes. However the framework could be replaced by an existing requirements representation one such as KAOS [3, 4]. Elicited specifications which are instances of the classes defined in the model, are incrementally added to the model as the elicitation process progresses.

#### Dialogue model

describes the entities that can be spoken about during the dialogue and their relations. It is currently based on an object-oriented framework\(^3\). Dialogue entities, i.e., instances of the concepts and links defined in the model, are added to the model as the dialogue takes place. The dialogue model also contains the focus spaces.

#### Elicitation rules

define how particular pieces of information are acquired. They are based on a precondition-action template. The preconditions can test for specific structures in the specification model.

#### Dialogue rules

define how concepts are created and how the focus can evolve. They are based on a precondition-action template. The preconditions can test for specific structures in the dialogue model.

#### Mapping rules

define how the concept and link instances used in the dialogue are related to the entities manipulated by the elicitation system. The mapping is done between a subset of the specification model and a subset of the dialogue model. Therefore some entities, part of the unmapped region of the specification model, may not be considered in the dialogue. This allows a form of implicit requirements [11] where the system takes in charge the creation of specifications hidden from the user. Concepts that are not directly used in the specifications can also be spoken about. These concepts form the unmapped region of the dialogue model.

The mapping rules define a relation of compatibility between the elicitation rules and the dialogue rules. An elicitation rule and a dialogue rule are compatible if and only if:

- the rules act locally on the unmapped region of the specification model and on the unmapped region of

\(^2\)Our system is a very early prototype working in the domain of WWW site elicitation. Using the system the users can specify the site organisation and navigation. Our current system contains a little more than 10 focus rules for around 15 concepts and 15 attributes in the knowledge base. HTML pages can be automatically generated from the specifications.

\(^3\)In order to distinguish the dialogue model from the specification model, a class in the dialogue model is called a concept and a relation a link.
the elicitation rules creates a class or relation instance that is mapped to a concept or link instance created by the dialogue rule and conversely.

- the elicitation rule sets the value of an attribute of a specification instance that is mapped to a dialogue instance attribute whose value is set by the dialogue rules and the two values are compatible. We do not detail here the compatibility rules between values. They just ensure that the specification and dialogue attributes have related values.

The compatibility rules enable the system to synchronise the requirements elicitation process with the dialogue. The specifications and dialogue rules are written independently but the mapping between the specification and dialogue models ensure that they are executed coherently. The compatibility rules also enable the system to reduce the number of questions asked by using the mapping between specifications and dialogue entities to avoid redundant questions.

Checking the compatibility of the rules ensures that they abide by the domain specific elicitation constraints as well as the dialogue constraints. It also avoids putting any overhead on the user as similar questions are eliminated.

4 Examples

In this section we present examples of the dialogue phenomena our system can handle and how they influence the elicitation process. The system tries to elicit the structure of a WWW site. In other words it tries to know what are the pages making the site and how they are linked.

No attention has been paid yet to the presentation of the system utterances. We are mainly interested in the structure of the dialogue and the capability of the system to direct or reset the focus as the user wants. User’s answers are also very restricted in our current system. We plan to extend the possible answers with restricted natural language understanding by using methods based on the focus mechanism [21]. We describe here three dialogue phenomena:

Example 1  
Ignoring questions

Let’s talk about the site front page
—: ok.
What is the topic of the page?
—: ignore.

ignore is a keyword indicating that the user does not know the answer to that question at that moment. The system tries to elicit a maximum of information before shifting the focus of dialogue, thus minimising the complexity of the dialogue. However, the users can indicate that they would rather come back to a question later by using the ignore keyword. The system then searches for another question which may involve changing the dialogue focus.

Example 2  
Resetting the focus

Which topic do you want to discuss?
—: front page.
What is the topic of the page?
—: research group.

The system is usually in charge of setting and resetting the focus appropriately as the dialogue progresses.
However, if the users disagree with the automatic setting of the focus, they can indicate it. The system will then ask for the topic the users want to discuss and will reset the focus accordingly. The elicitation process restarts in that new situation.

These two phenomena give mixed-initiative to the users in the elicitation process: they can ignore questions and redirect the process.

Example 3  Using information implicit in the dialogue structure

Let’s talk about the navigation
—: ok.
Which page do you want to consider?
—: current publications.
Do you want to create a new internal link?
—: yes.
What is the destination of that link?
—: past publications.

An internal link links two pages of the site. Its anchor is the page actually in focus while its destination is the page indicated in this question. Putting the anchor page in focus before doing the elicitation enables the system not to ask what the anchor of each link is. It is by convention the page focused on. Therefore, the information that is implicit in the focus makes the elicitation process less burdensome.

The number of dialogue rules needed to allow the three phenomena described is small (around 10). However handling these phenomena also requires that the elicitation system can redirect its process to the focused part ever handling these phenomena also requires that the elicitation process restarts in that new situation.

An internal link links two pages of the site. Its anchor is the page actually in focus while its destination is the page indicated in this question. Putting the anchor page in focus before doing the elicitation enables the system not to ask what the anchor of each link is. It is by convention the page focused on. Therefore, the information that is implicit in the focus makes the elicitation process less burdensome.

The number of dialogue rules needed to allow the three phenomena described is small (around 10). However handling these phenomena also requires that the elicitation system can redirect its process to the focused part of the specifications. This may limit the re-use of existing elicitation systems.

Once the requirements for the site have been elicited the system can create actual WWW pages using presentational rules. These rules define the lay-out of the pages based on the elicited information. Using our system we were able to create a small WWW site (composed of 7 pages grouped in 3 subsites and linked by 27 links) with a simple dialogue (35 exchanges including 1 user-initiated focus redirection).

5 Related work

In this section we compare our approach with two pieces of related work.

The requirements engineering process has been extensively studied in the F3 project [18, 23, 25]. In that project requirements elicitation is seen as a spiral. One turn of the spiral represents the reasoning in a localised context to solve one identified problem. Links between turns represent shifting from one problem to another through context dependency. Rolland defines context dependency as follows [24]:

“Context-dependency is the key element of our global process approach. In order to guide the requirements engineer in his progression along the spiral we propose to predefine dependencies.”

Our approach is similar to the F3 one in that context dependencies are guiding the reasoning of the system. This approach differs from ours on two major aspects:

- The context-dependencies in F3 are predefined. Therefore the users are forced into a particular method for eliciting the requirements. For example, it is not clear how the users can switch back to a previous topic if they want to.
- The context-dependencies are based on elicitation process properties. NLCs are not taken into account. While being a huge improvement on unguided elicitation approaches, the F3 system may still be difficult to understand for its users since it does not include NLCs.

Another piece of work related to our approach is on topic explanation [27]. In this work, the rules used by an expert system are decomposed into topics.

Each topic is characterised by a landmark and “has a description, consisting of background information necessary or useful to someone wanting to understand that topic.”

The system uses these landmarks and the associated descriptions to explain its reasoning to its users. Each time a landmark is encountered during the reasoning, the system stops and explains what is going to be worked on. Topics and landmarks are therefore the main components in the dialogue between the system and its users. The system also presents with the topic description all the methods it knows to solve the problem at hand. The users can then choose the method they desire. A certain mixed-initiative is thus built in the system.

Our approach differs from the topic explanation one on several accounts:

- We use the notion of topic not only to explain the reasoning of the system but also to guide it. Topics directly influence the firing of focus rules that in turn modify the applicability of the elicitation rules.

---

4Our research group WWW site is currently generated by this sort of rule. The content of the site is stored in the form of prolog terms that are interpreted by the rules to create the HTML pages.

5In fact, there may be choice points where the users can choose between competing paths. However the choices are limited.
6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented our framework for requirements elicitation through mixed-initiative dialogue. We first described what the current theories of dialogue are and how we can adapt them for requirements elicitation. We then showed how those theories can be implemented to cooperate with the elicitation rules. We finally compared our approach with some related work.

There are a number of remaining problems:

- The dialogue theory we use is incomplete. The cases of complex focus shifts are not adequately handled. Our focus rules are also domain specific and lack generality. We plan to remedy these two problems by studying in greater depth the dialogues we have collected.
- The system does not have a proper user interface. We need to interface our system with a natural language generation tool. Given the fact that the NLCs are separated from the elicitation process, this should be relatively easy. We are planning to see how we can link our system with existing upper-models, thus facilitating natural language production.
- Since the system is a very early prototype, no tests have been done on its usability for casual users. We plan to study the impact of the NLCs on the quality of dialogue using the capability of the system to use or not use the focus rules to guide the elicitation process.
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